WonderWink Women's Four Stretch Sporty V-Neck Scrub Top
Review-2021

100% Polyester
Imported
Machine Wash
Short-sleeve work top in four-way stretch fabrication featuring banded V-neckline and shaping
panels at waist and sides
Angled front yoke
Straight back yoke with locker loopAnimal fur & people hair don't stick to 4-Stretch
WonderWink Four-Stretch - High Performance & Seriously Low Maintenance Scrubs
WonderWink's Four-Stretch is a revolution in easy care fabric technology. The fabric wicks away
moisture for maximum comfort and breathability while the mechanical stretch fabric offers ease of
movement, color durability and lasting comfort time after time.
A revolution in easy care fabric technology
Fabric wicks moisture for maximum comfort and breath-ability
Mechanical stretch allows for ease of movement
Fabric retains its color vibrancy after wash
WonderWink's signature utility features such as secret pockets, utility loops, and yellow bungee
cords
WonderWink Four-Stretch Women's Sporty V-Neck Scrub Top
4-Way Stretch Scrubs for Maximum Performance
WonderWink Four Stretch is all about seriously low maintenance style. 100% polyester fabric has a
soft, unique texture, and is specially engineered to exceed the performance and durability of other
fabrics. This comfortable Sporty V-Neck scrub top has a sleek â€˜Ladyâ€™ fit design with shaping
panels at waist and sides and features three total roomy pockets and a hidden utility loop. Great for
groups and available in a variety of hues, Four Stretch also retains its vibrancy wash after wash.
Shaping panel at waist and sides
Angled yoke at shoulders
Tag less neck
Stylized back yoke with locker loop
Logo at back yoke
Two front pockets with utility loop
Secret mesh pocket in pocket
Available in XS-3XL
5214
5514
Matching Scrub Pant(s)
Four-Stretch Sporty Cargo Pant
Four-Stretch Fold Over Knit Waist Pant
Number of Pockets
Boot cut cargo pocket & back patch pocket (7 Total)
Two front slash pockets (2 Total)
WonderWink Fit

Waistband
Full elastic waistband with WonderWink drawstring
Knit waist allows for customizable fit in the rise of the pants
4-Way Stretch
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